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Rules
Not Necessary
Says US Court
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-The and lied to about the fingerprints,
Supreme Court ruled 6 to 3 toda:y Mathiason could reasonably believe
that Miranda ·warnings are not he was not free to leave.
required when a suspect voluntarily
Marshall pointedly noted that
. goes to a police station and, under
state
courts could go farther than
questioning behind closed doors,
the
Supceme
Court in requiring
. admits to a crime.
Mirdanda warnings under their .
The majority, in an unsigned own state constitutions.
opinion, said the Miranda
Justices Wiiliam J. Brennan Jr.
requirements apply when police ·
and
John Paul Stevens also
attempt to restrict the suspect's
dissented,
mainly <;>n grounds the
freedom to leave. ·
case should not have been decided
Merely because que'stioning takes without full oral argument.
place at a police station, the court
said,· unless the suspect has been
At the same time the court
"deprived of his freed<;>m of action rejected the appeal of the Jefferson
in any significant way," he need County, Ky., Board. of Education .
. not be warned of his right to remai"n from a 1975 court-ordered.
silent and ·have a lawyer.
desegregation plan for Louisville
·which
added' 23,000 students to ·
Under the Supreme Court's
those
being
bused.
·
Miranda ruling, suspects must be
advised of their right to remain
silent and obtain a lawyer prior to
questio~ .. Over the last few years,
the court has gradually toned down
the requirement.
Today's decision overturned a
ruling by . the Oregon Supreme
Court which ordered a burglary
confession suppressed. The
defendant, Carl Ray Mathiason,
confessed to the burglary of a home
near Pendleton. 'He did so after an
investigator left a card at his home
inviting him to the police patrol
station to talk.
Mathiason, who was on parole,
voluntarily went to the station and
was questioned behind closed
doors. After the investigator falsely
told Mathiasoll his fingerprints
were found at the crime scene,
Mathiason ·confes~,.He was then
allowed to 'return' I16me but was
later arrested.
•• ... There is no indication that
the questioning took place in a
context where (Mathiason's)
freedom to depart was· restricted in
any way," the Supreme Court
majority ruled today. "He came
voluntarily to the police station,
where he was immediately informed
that he was not under arrest. At the
close of a one half-hour interview
(he) did in fact leave the police
station without hindrance.
"It is clear," the court said,
"that Mathiason was not in cutody
or otherwise deprived of his
freedom of action in any significant
way."
Justice Thurgood Marshall
dissented. He said since Mathiason
was questic;med in private in a police
station, was told he was a suspect,

The justices also reopened the
question of discimination against
pregnant workers, accepting two
cases dealing with sick pay and
seniority ·rights. The cases differ
from the recent General Electric
deci~ion, where the Court held
exclusion of pregnancy from
employer disability insurance plans
is not a violation of federal law.
In

another case involving
wo~en, the Court rejected an
invitation by Indiana to reconsider
its ruling last term that parents may
not veto abortions for unwed
minors.

Water being pumped from the reservoir at Redondo and Yale· became three inches
deep by the time it reached Central.

Water Pipe Breaks

-University Washed Up
By ~aren Moses
.
The pipe was a University pipe
Water pounng from the reservOir which runs water to the sprinkling
onto Yale and Central Y,ester~ay system. Since the pipes were built
was caused by a broken ~ater p~pe, before 1923, said superintendent
and could happen agam anytime Charles Edmonds there is no
said t~e super~ntendent of the diagram of exactly 'where any pipes.
reservOir renovatiOn.
are situated.
·

·Burglaries at UNM
Rise 180
.Per Cent ~.. ' ··
,,. · · •
ByTim"-Giiliagh~r

Burglaries against University
property rose 180 per cent last year
and UNM Director of Police and
Parking Services Berry Cox says the
rise is due to carelessness.
"The majority of these burglaries
are non-forced entries," said Cox.
"People leave a building and leave
the door ·open or don~t lock it
behind them and it makes the access
that much easier."
The UNM Police Department's
annual report showed the number
of burglaries against University
property rose from 35 in 1975 to 63
in 1976. The value of the thefts was
also up from $6,682.81 in 1975 to
$10 738 in 1976. Cox said
calc~lators and typewriters were the
most commonly stolen items.
Cox said UNM officers reported
finding 1,248 open or unlocked
doors in UNM buildings during
1976.
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For more on the masked man and other a-sordid
wrestlers, see page 12.

·-'~''IfwecouldgettheUniversityto

·accept a strong security proposal,
we'd be in great shape. I submitted
a proposal to (UNM President
William Davis)
soon after he
arrived here, but so far there has
been no action, although he has
assured me it is under consideration.
Cox said the security proposal
submitted to President Davis called
for security orientations for each
faculty and staff member, a strong
key control policy, and a building
security committee for each
building.
Cox said he didn't" expect the
University to take a strong security
policy because security is ••a low
priority item on a university this
~ize."
.
-Rapes ~ere up from one m
1975 to two m 1976;
-Attempted rapes were up from
zero in 1975 to one in 1976;
-Indecent exposure rose from
20in 1975 to22in 1976;
-Sexual offenses were up from
one in 1975 to three in 1976;
· -There were no robberies in
either 1975 or 1976;
'-Aggravated assaults were
down from ll in 1975 to 9 in 1976;
-Simple assaults rose from 17 in
1975 to 24 in 1976;
-Burglary on private property
rose from 22, totaling $8,102.34 in
1975 to 44 totaling $89,222 in 1976;
-Attempted burglaries were
down from 26 in 1975 to four in
1976;
-The number of larcenies
against private property rose from
673 in 1975 to 887 in 1976, but the
amount of property loss fell from
$84,858 to $72,324.
~The. numb~r of larcenies
against University property was
down from 176 in 1975 totaling
$39,079 in losses, to 128 in 1976
totaling $23 ,335;
==Auto thefts were dOWJl frorn 29
to24;
--Narcotics cases were down
from 18 to 16;
-Arrests were down froin 151 to
94.
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"And if there're any more water·
pipes down there, we'll probably hit
them," he said.
The water is pumped directly into
'the- street because the siphons which
would .normally take care of the
water, were removed for construction purposes, Edmonds said.
"There is now no fast physical
means of taki!lg out the water."
The water continued to pump out
of the rreservoir 'for three hours, causing three inches of water to
Students debate whether
backlog onto Central. "We would
have had the water turned off or not to venture through the
within two minutes," Edmonds new reservoir pond.
said, "but the City didn't have any
access to the pipe valves." A from the reservoir was in December
University plumber, with a key to
the tunnel under the University when some night workers for the
where the water valve is, was finally city accidentally turned the wrong
valve and filled the reservoir with
called in, he said.
water. This water was pumped onto
Renovation on the reservoir Yale Blvd. and then flowed down
began in August, 1976. "Right now Central Ave. until it reached the
we're putting a new roof on the closest drain.
reservoir," Edmonds said. "Next
The reservoir is part of the city's
benches and sidewalks will be built
Yale-Burton
.Park Reservoirs. The
along the side."
.contractor is Bill Stuckman
The construction should be Construction Inc., and the engineer
completed around June 15, is McCormack and Burns. The
Edmonds said.
projected cost of the renovation is ,
The last time water was pumped $1,089,700.

Seriate Approves Bell
US Attorney General
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-The Senate confirmed President Carter's
nomination of Griffin Bell to be attorney general Tuesday, despite charges
that the selection is rooted in "cronyism" and scarred by the former
judge's "mediocre" civil rights record.
Bell, 58, a long-time friend and adviser to Carter, was the President's
most controversial cabinet appointment but surmounted bitter criticism
from Black civil rights groups to win confirmation.
Senate opposition, largely from liberal Republicans, centered on objections to Bell's school desegregation decisions as 5th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals judge, his work for Georgia Gov. Ernest Vandiver, his membership in segregated clubs and his relationship to Carter.
When Be11 said FBI Director Clarence Kelley would be replaced «before
too long,'' the head or the Bureau said he wanted to remain at his post until next January.
.
Sen. John Danforth, D-Mo., Tuesday said Kelley sent a letter to Bell
Monday expressing his wishes to stay on. Danforth made his remarks
during Senate debate on Bell's nomination.
Bell, during his confirmation hearings before the Senate Judiciary ~om
mittee, said Kelley would be replaced soon after President Carter's
inauguration.
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Station Operator.Lies

•

.Hughes' Will

In Dispute

~:t?:JfiJ

LAS
VEGAS,
Nev .. Dec. 7 and Dec. 8 and again on Jan. will arose when Dummar's
0
..o (UPI)-Melvin Dummar, the II when Dummar was interrogated thumbprint was found on the will
former Otah service station by Rhoden in Ogden, Utah about and was followed by Dummar's
.Q operator cut in for a one-sixteenth how he got the document. Dummar admission that he had delivered the
share of I:Ioward Hughes' billions admitted at that time that he will to the church headquarters on
in the disputed "Mormon Will,'' delivered the will to the church and instructions from "an unknown
0
wrote a cover letter which ac- Hughes aide."
u admitted in court Tuesday he
companied
it.
"lied" when he told attorneys he
Dummar was named, in the
The
testimony
came before document to receive a one-sixteenth
:2: hadn't seen or touched the
District Judge Keith Hayes, wh9 is share of the billionaire's $2.5
~ . document.
"I was lying," Dummar said conducting a hearing to get the billion estate. He said his only
<'f repeatedly in answering questions "truth" from Dummar on how he contact with Hughes came when he
picked up a hitchhiker in the desert,
"' from attorney Harold Rhoc!en, who got the document.
Rhoden asked Dummar about a a disheveled, bleeding old man who
~ represents Noah Dietricl!, the
deposit he gave the attorney last said he was Hughes.
p., executor of the "Mormon Will"
which was
found
in the December in which he said he had
headquarters of the church in Salt never seen the document or touched
it.
Lake City last April.
"I was lying," he answered.
Dummar admitted lying to
Dummar, dressed in a brown
Rhoden on three separate occasions, in depositions taken last leisure suit with a western belt, wa~
asked by Rhoden to review the
conversation between them on Jan.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Quebec
II.
Premier Rene Levesque reassured
"Did you tell me where you got American financiers Tuesday his
New Mexico
the will at that time?" asked government did not plan a major
Rhoden.
DAILY LOBO
nationalization campaign and that
"I guess not," Dummar an- he wanted an independent Quebec
Vol. 81
No. 82
swered.
to be a "good neighbor" of both
Box20, University P.O., U~M
Rhoden then asked about Canada and the United States.
Albuquerque, N;M. 87131
Dummar's admission that "I was in
Levesque, whose Separatist Parti
Editorial Phone: (505) 277-4102
Las Vegas and got a call and met a Quebecois won power in the
277-4202.
man in a club and he turned it (the Canadian Province two months
The New Mexico Daify Lobo is published
will) over to me."
ago, spoke to more than 1,000
Monday through Friday every regular week of
lh,e'Universi!y year and weekly during the suml
"Was
that
statement
true?"
the
American businessmen at a dinner
riier session by the Board of Student PublicationS'
attorney asked.
;or the University of New Mexico, and is not
organized by the influential
financially associated with UNM. Second class
"No," Dummar replied.
Economic Club of New York.
postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
87131. Subscription rate is .$10.00 for the
Nevada
authorities
gave
Levesque was at the end of a twoacademic year,
Dum mar a limited "safe conduct" day visit during which he had
The opinions expressed on the editorial pages
·of The Doily Lobo are those of the author solely.
protecting him from. arrest on the private talks with several inUnsigned opinion is that of the editorial board o£
The Daify Labo. Nothing printed in Th(! Doil)
trip to testify here, but not im- vestment groups with strong in·
Loba necesSarily represents the views of thC'
munity from prosecution later.
University of New Mexico,
terests in Quebec, including Chase
The current controversy over the Manhattan Bank Corp. and First
Boston Investment Corp. Levesque
I
declined detailed comment on the
talks but said they had helped to
lessen· tension and fears over his
government's policies.
Levesque emphasized "We
intend to avoid. like the plague
,.
....
lavish spending sprees like last
year's Olympics .... "
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Quebec Head
Reassures US

Your I. D.
Covers

Califano To Head HEW
WASHINGTON-Joseph Califano Jr., pkdging special attention
to the American family, was sworn in Tuesday as Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, the ninth member of 'President Carter's
Cabinet to take office.
The President said Califano did a "superb job" during the campaign "in dealing with the American family and how the impact of
government in all of its forms impacts either beneficially or adversely
on the basic family structure."
'

Hunt Pleas Shorter Term

~Forces~

Oppose Murder Probes

WASHINGTON-Saying "strong and organized forces" oppose
the House probe of the murders of John Kennedy and Martin Luther
King Jr., a Texas congressman Tuesday asked that the efforts continue so the nation may know the truth.
Rep. Henry Gonzalez, a Democrat who would be chairman of the
panel if it is continued by the House,· pleaded with the Rules Committee to keep the dual probes alive and said he would be willing to.
work under any bugget limitation imposed.

BONN, West Germany-Vice President Walter F. Mondale won
promises from Chancellor Helmut Schmidt Tuesday that West Germany would consider "additional obligations" on future sales of
nuclear technology to third countries.
Mondale said he presented President Carter's objections to portions of a German-Brazilian nuclear agreement. He said he believed
that, because of the talk, "prospects for a cooperative solution to the
problem" have been improved.
Carter obj eels to German agreement to construct a plant in Brazil
for reprocessing spent nuclear reactor fuel because it would give
Brazil plulonium~· -which can be used only for making nuclear
weapons.

NOT A SIDELINE WITH US!

CITIZENS BANK.

Phone:
243.2841

UNM Seniors
Top Norm on·
National Test
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g~rntrngtcoc~mg

and marlrng
1712 Lomas NE I Corner of University

An introductory-· course on
energy,
radiation health effecls 1 environmental hazards and
potential cataStrophes will be offered by New Mexico
Public Interest Research Croup (NMPJRG).
Ttle course does not necessitate a technical
background. Information' is available through Jim
Feeney at 107~CCornell SEor by calling 277-2757.
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Mondale Wins Promises

We're open 7 days a week for
your convenience~ Let us help.
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WASBINGTON-The U.S. Parole Commission began Tuesday
reviewing pleas from Watergate burglar E. Howard Hunt and other
convicts for shorter prison terms, plus convicted swindler Billie Sol
Estes's request for release from parole.
Hunt has been eligible for parole since Jan. 10.
.
One of the masterminds of the 1972 Watergate burglary, along with
G. Gordon Liddy, Hunt is servil•g a two-and-a-half to eight-year term
in the Minimum Security Federal Prison at Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.

Jlust
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FREE CHECKING

By Dolores Wood
SANTA FE-The case of
drunken and reckless driving
against State Rep. Edward Lopez
(D-Santa Fe) is scheduled to be
arraigned today.
Lopez who is chairman of the
House Taxation and· Revenue.
Committee and UNM accountant,
was arrested early last Friday for
the second time in 10 months.
Police said he r~fused to take a
sobriety test.
Lopez said he did not take the
test "because I wasn't asked." He
said, ''The police can say what they the sobriety test means the license
must be suspended. He must
want.''
An earlier charge in March 1976 request a court hearing if he wishes
on drunken driving against Lopez to stop the suspension. If Lopez
was dropped because the affadavit requests the hearing, the suspension
charging him was found to be will be postponed pending the
defective. Prior to the throwing out hearing's outcome. Lopez refused
of the· charge, Lopez had been to comment on whether he would
request a hearing.
found guilty and fined $70.
Lopez, 38, was picked up Friday
According to the state impliedat
about 1.:15 a.m. He told the
consent law, Lopez' refusal to take
police he was returning from a
lounge. Police Officer Dennis
Miller said Lopez was driving at a
high rate of speed in a 35 m.p.h.
zone.
Miller said Lopez refused to sign
the citation and called an officer
names. Lopez was also charged
By D.M. Flynn
UNM seniors scored higher than with disorderly conduct.
the national norm on the eightyn
eight hour test, said Rodney
Young, director of the UNM testing
division.
Young said that of the people
that took the test last fall "There
has not been any improvement and
they are still above the national

By United Press International

3

Relax

Legislator To· Face Senate Alters Bookkeeping
Arraignment Today FiL~,..Policy Restructured
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norm.,
With 634 seniors taking the
exam, the mean score was 471 on
the Aptitude Quantitative exam,
and the national mean was 444. The
UNM mean for last year was 468
and the national norm was 444.
On the verbal exam, UNM
students scored a mean of 455 last
fall and the national mean was 416.
The mean for the previous year at
UNM was 450 and the national
norma 416.
In the fall verbal exam, 25 UNM
seniors scored in the lowest range,
200-210, and one person scored in
the highest, 820-830.
The quantitative exam for last
fall had one person in the lowest
range, 220-230, and one person in
the 800-810 range.

e

Several changes have been made
in the bookkeeping policy of the
ASUNM Film. Committee as a
result of the committees financial
problems of last semester, said
Damon Tobias, ASUNM president.
During last semester, ASUNM
Attorney General Brian Sanderoff
discovered an $1170 discrepancy in
the ·Film Committee's records.
Margaret Ott was chairperson at
this time.
In previous semesters, purchase
requests for films were not submitted until after the films were
shown. This semester purchase
requests must be made when the
films are booked, one to four
months before the showing. In
addition, record of daily transactions is being kept with Ruth
Lang, ASUNM Secretary.
The Film ·committee is also
required to submit a daily cash
report of income from each film
showing (total from ticket sales and
refunds). Tom Heady, chairman of

Film Committee, said that so far
this semester, the Committee has
turned a profit from ticket sales
amounting to $20 to 30 per night.
In addition, the film schedule for
this semester was approved by both
Damon Tobias and Michael
Roeder, assistant director of the
New Mexico Union. "There are
people of integrity on the present
Film Committee, "Tobias said in
regard to the expected success of
the new bookkeeping system.
A major cause of the deficit
spending incurred by Film Committee is attributable to the present
approach to bedgeting used by
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ASUNM, said Tobias, For
example; no money was allotted in
the budget this year for capital
improvements to. the SUB Theater.
As a result, general government
funds are being used to purchase
curtains for the theater, by
authority of President Tobias.
In the budget for next year,
Tobias plans. to introduce a
"different budget approach" which
would include line items specifically
for capital improvements. This
approach may also be applied to
ASUNM Speakers Committee and
the Duplicating Center, said
Tobias.
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The UNM Mountain Club is having its first
meeting of th~ scmcslcr at 7:30p.m. Thursday, Jan.
27, upstair.~ in the SUB. A cross-country ski clinic wi!
be conducted,

p
Smithsonian-Hislory of Science and Technology
Fellowships. Graduate students, a few fellowships of
$100 per week are awarded 10 conduct tWo· to threemonth directed research and study projects.
Deadline: I March 1977. Contact Lym:ee(217-4467).

League for Women Voters will meet January 28,
1977 at 12:00 noon in Scholes Hall 230, Bring sack
lu!lch. Everyone welcome.
Student Organiz.ation for Latin American Studies
will hold a planning meetJng at 4 p.m. on Thurs., Jan.
27, in the third-noor lounge of Ortega.
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. Look. a~ :your . readi.ng.lists! .·
.:~~'Y,·. ~,any~ bo~ks· · n1ust,. yo~.:~~;:~~~·.:
·: ·.·; read this semester? . ·:. :\ .
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...,_:: .Instead-of-spending,800-huurs a-year-readirig=thaes-~~
what the average college student does-spend 170 ·
hours with no drop in comprehension or retention! .

·nelta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc.

Want to read faster? Tonight Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics is
offering free classes. Come to a free class tonight, and you'll be able
to increase your reading and study speed as much as 50 to 100 per
cent.

ETA IOTA Chapter
January 30, 1977

.'

No cost, and no obligation.

120 Cornell S.E.
Game Room
3:00p.m.

Find out how much easier school can be. Join the millions who've
taken a free speed reading lesson and doubled their reading speed on
the spot. With the same or better comprehension.

CHEWS will hold its first meeting Thursday, Jan.
27 at 4:30p.m. in the SO(:iology building,' room 108.
Guest speaker Don Hancock will discuss political and
legislative action on world hunger. Everyone is
welcome.

Then, take what you've learned and put it to· use tonight to speed up
your reading and studying.
Tonight.
Over one million people from around the world have already turned
to the Evelyn Wood reading method.
These unique, copyrighted techniques are nqw taught in over 300
cities throughout the world. Average course graduates can do an
hour's reading in less than 15 minutes.

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student I. D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
Bank-by-Mail with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?

Read thousands of words in a minute--that's pages in seconds, chapters in minutes, and books in less· than an hour.
80 per cent of a college student's time is spent reading. Isn't it about
time you made it easy on yourself?

This Offer Includes:
• Facility, Staff, Employees &
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

Come to a free speed reading class tonight. Only one hour--and it
could save you hundreds of hours.

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)-ON CANDELARIA. OPENTIL6:00

'

l

OF ALBUBUERBUE

· 3 Full Service Banks
2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

.
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' y<li<>w p>go """''""''"'~" r....,
~ ln~o-Y.1torShop 1\f.:il~t..l ynu.

CITIZENS BANK ~
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Come to a free speed reading lesson today.

Tht! S5S lluircttl is avtJifal}le/ar o ll'iwle lot l~!.~!i al:
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International

Phone 298-B7n

Hair Deslg11 Centre
"Head Trips for Dudes & .Dolls"

FDIE

I
255
0166
SE
•

Exclusive.ly by appointment

78~; ~~~:1

(lletwaenWyoming
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7:30p.m.
Room 253 Shtdent Union Building
University of New Mexico Campus
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Phone 266-7322
Student Tuition Plan Available
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Perspect1ve

ASUNM Viewpoint

Letters

Perspective Continued

fditorials
OPinions

Opinion

Carter Combines Slyness, Charisma

We Are Piggish
On America

·~
Americans are always looking for easy solutions to complicated
Z problems. They tend to believe that problems may be solved com~· pletely and easily, just like the 30-to-60-minute TV shows,
~
However, we are up against a problem that cannot be easily or
0-. completely solved. That problem is one which has been named
"the Energy Crisis."
Naming the problem and then categorizing it has made many
Americans feel it no longer exists. But the "Energy Crisis" is not a
problem to be brushed aside without solution.
America-the Land· of Plenty-must face the reality of shor'tages. America the Frontier now has forest land only because new
trees are planted when the old are cut down. It has some rich soil
only .because fertilizers and counter-soil-erosion techniques are

By Paul Gooris
Carter will be remembered as
one of the greatest politicians of
our time. He combines the
politicl'!l slyness of Nixon with
the charisma of Kennedy.
In his first move as President,
Carter grants unconditidnal amnesty to Vietnam draft-evaders.
But does this represent a liberal
stand as strong as Carter would
have us think? In light of recent
declarations of policy, it would
seem that granting amnesty
was. no more than a dramatic

C)j(

U~ied.

We must apply the research and resources used to combat the ~ 1 '1111'1®~
trees and soil abuses to control the fossil-fuel ~hortage.,
. r.:~~
There are some obvious ways to help with this shortage: use
IIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIII 0 pin,iOn IIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll,llllllll
mass transit and turn thermostats down to 65 degrees.
It will take the great minds of the country to come up with
solutions to the shortage problems of the country. But these
solutions will probably never be accepted by Americans because
they are looking for the perfect solutions found in the 30-to-60
minute TV programs.
By Orlando Medina
representative where the blue but"Can't tell the players without
Well, there is no perfect solution and in order for any other
(Santa Fe7)-ln the days when tons are concealed and told the rest yer program. Get yer programs
solution to work, Americans must be willing to give up a little.
Rome was a republic and not an ar- of the representative~ where they here."
Americans must quit being so goddamned wasteful.
tistic stopoff point for international could get their official state
We call on each and every member of the University community pigeons, Cincinnatus walked representative license plates.
Somewhere a young lad or lass
in a distant part of New Mexico will
to begin individual campaigns to cut down on. their own barefoot to the council of elders or
the Senate.
wastefulness.
Apparently no one has found a await their parents' return, to press
way to pin a license plate to their the legislative program into a scrapllllllllillmHIUIIHJniUIIIIHIDIIHJUIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIJUIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIII(IIIIIII\UI111111Dinllllllll!lll'
book of fond memories. Their
lapel
yet.
Somehow it would be like runpleasure and scrapbook will be
ning your brain through a
doubled
if they also have a copy of
Vegomatic to try and imagine
The high point of the New
Letteruo the editor .••
the
reorganizing
state government
someone in a wool sheet walking Mexico social season continued as
Letters· to the editor should be no longer than 250 words, along the corridors of the New the first legislative bill was in- booklet.
typewr-itten and double spaced.
Mexico Legislature. The closest troduced: Money for government
After the governor's speech and
thing to wool in the building is operations. This was followed up the introduction of preliminary bills,
Sender's name,. address and phqne number must be included probably a winter suit. or someone by several bills to reorganize state
the final assembly in the auoust
with the le~~er .or -it. will not be considered ·for publication. representing a livestock lobby,
government . by ·eliminating and chambers was an orientation
:,~· Names will be withheld only by agreement with the ed.itor, in
consolidating many state agencies. session for fresh man· represenThis is not to say that many of To stress this point and deliver the tatives. The first presentation was
·person.
the members of the Legislature are importance of the matter, at least the legislative· council.
Opinions ...
"Dating back to 1936... "
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials. w~ich do not concerned with simple, two detailed booklets, one with a
moralistic ideals and humility, but polished glossy c.over, were
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinions.may this is to say that many members of
distributed to the legislators. No
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
Maybe someday in the corridors
the Legislature are not concerned mention was made of whether
Opinions should include address and phone number.
of the State Legislature, there will
with simple moralistic ideals and there will be cuts in the field of
be an elderly man, walking
Both letters to the editor an·d opinions are subject to editing humility. Perhaps, it is just the government publications.
barefoot, dressed in a wool sheet,
progress and technology modern
· for length and for possibly libelous content. Letters may be
Like any good football or basket- who will ask a secretary, "Where
, man has applied to his government.
mailed to the LOBO, P.O, Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
ball game, anyone interested could do I pick up my blue button and
the LOBO newsro'om, room 138, Marron HalL
What might have been melodic pick up a legislative program.
license plate?"
syllables of oration, stressing the
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau goals of New Mexico citizens, DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
somehow missed the bus when the
15 T/-1£1?& ANYTHING I
I REM£M8/3R. A801fT FIV/3 YfAR.$ A&Q
voices echo through the public ad/(/{}1//..0N'r PRINT IN MY
A SOURCE /NfO/?M£0 M/3 7HAT A
dress system interspersed with burCOLUMN? THIS 15 A
tilfU-KNOWN A/JTHOR. ti/ASHAVING AN
sts of electronic static and a chorus
WRY 6000 QIJESTION.
AFFAIR tilllH TH& ti/11'8 OFA PRODUCE!<.
of "Test Mike."
I
~-'-"-'

cover for the breaking of
several other equally important,
though less dramatic, campaign
promises,
For example, based on the
latest reports on Soviet military
capabilities, plans to reduce
defense spending have been
altered to allow the perpetuation of the nuclear arms
race. Furthermore, the liberal,
progressive plan with which
Carter promised to arouse the
economy has been modified to
a continuation of the. Ford

DOOIBSBUBI
Y;GIJ'fe«~·

Mister Socrates Roll Over

A FliP./ /U0/(/}5 A80UT Cf<'I!NG. I
FACT: Cf<'IIN6 IS N£ti/S. NO I
MATT/if< IUIIAT 7HB STO!<'I, IF
YOI/!e SU9.JEC.T CRIES, YOU'Ve I
I I30T YOIJR. LCAO!

economic policy.
By granting amnesty Carter
also succeeds in dissociating
himself from the actions and
policies of his predecessors. In a
historical sense Carter seeks to
bring a close to the era of
'
dissidence which accompanied
the Vietnam War. He hopes also
that most of the ideas and
dreams reborn, but not realized,
in those years wipl fade and die
in the growing apathy of
"Bicentennial America."
Although the Presidential
pardon can be considered a victory in the struggle for Civil
Liberties, its significance is further diminish(ld by the partiality
of the pardon. In essence, then,
the pardon is nothing but a halfway measure, an attempt to
placate and silence the social
awareness which has been
stirred in the people.

7HEN HOSPITAl;
IZCP WITH /..&IJI<EMIA.
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Comments and speeches are
also subject to barriers put up by
state government groupies. Since
this day was the opening session of
the Legislature, people were sitting
two in a seat and hanging from the
balconies, each one with the
thought, "I shook hands with the
great man from my district," in
mind.
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Seniors·G rads ...
Sign Up Now For
Your Interview!
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Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Dally LOBO
Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and lette~s represent the opinion of
the author and do not necessarily
'rcffoct the views oft he· staff.
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Susan Walton
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Oavid Belling
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Lynda Sparber
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UNFAIR!
THAT WAS
A ClASSIC.!
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Harry Chapman

Sam to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991

On
Campus
Feb 1,2,3

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Six Stars Of Daytime Television
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Ron Tomme & Tudi Wiggins- "Love of Life"
Patricia Conwell & Tony Craig- "Edge of Night"
Julia Barr- "J!ll My C h i ld ren"
Bernard Barrow- "Ryan's Hope"
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Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Rebekclh Szymanski, Dolores Wood
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Asst. News Editor.
David Flynn

You have the right, but more
to the point, the responsibility
to voice your needs and
frustrations. You're probably
not the only one with wounds
to lick. We're not your doctor,
but we are your servants.
In a crowd of whispers, we
need to have you articulate
what is needed so we may serve
effectively.
Office hours will soon be
published in Lip Service; also,

Do You Need
Cash?
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News Editor
Tim Gallagher
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One member of the House of
Representative emphasized the
importance of tags when he asked
the speaker how he could get "on'e
of those blue· buttons." The chairman informed the distinguished

o
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If you include your name and 0
phone number, I will get back to 1;;
you. Attenei Senate meetings at §
7:00 p.m. on Wednesday ~
evenings.
';::,
Get off your duff-so we can "'
do our stuff!
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·:&::;:------. . --------:I!::&
..

.,.,

Attending the opening day of the
Legislature is a unique expel ience,
as everybody has prepared themselves in advance with name tags
and buttons that make you a more
legitimate human being. Even if
you pinned your birth certificate on
your chest, it would not be as impressive as a cardboard name tag
with a pin and a plastic holder.
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communications can be left in
my mail box outside the
Student Government Office,
second floor of the SUB.

Information Booth:
Student Union

lI
I.'

tiiCI.!.-, A5 IT Ti/RN/30
ow; r lii!3NT wrm 17;
8t!T ITtl/l/5/l VeRY

Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall
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One popular theory of government; including student government, is that we get what we
deserve. Baloney! We get what
we've earned.
The representativeness of the
ASUNM Senate is your tool.
We're anxious "to identify
problems,
solutions
and
programs to serve the student
body.
Too often a student body is
portrayed as existing without a
head- as some decapitated
quivering mass. This is possible,
but is deplorable and certainly
not necessary.

Peace Corps· Vista Are Coming
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By On a Savage

EdUorial

Editorial Board

What We Earn

Fine Dtinking Estab.lishmcni
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Hilarious Comedy

Absurd Person Singular H
En3
~u. .

Thursday, January 27- 8:15P.M.
Tickets $7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00
ASUNM & GSA Students - liz Price
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"The best comedy Britain has s. ent in years." Clive Barnes N, Y. Times
"A Funhouse of Absurdity" Jack KroJI-Newsweek
"Staggeringly Funny" Kal~rn- Time Magazine
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Tickets Available at Popejoy Hall and
all other 'Ticket Master Outlets.
This show is on your subscriptions.
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Sttange magic
By Clulstine Hammond
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Three bands in one night is hard
for most ears to ingest, especially
when they are of the quality of
Steve Hillage, Ambrosia and ELO.
Steve Hillage began the evening
with a short 35-minute set while
people were in the middle of
locating themselves.
Personally, I feel Steve Hillage is
too progressive to be delegated to
warming up a crowd of over 6000,
especially when the concert, which
began at 7:30p.m., was advertised
for8 p.m.
Steve Hillage started with
"Salmon Song" from his first solo
album, but the crowning piece was
"Lunar Musick Suite" from the L
album.
The song was overwhelming, as it
took those listening through
changing musical moods.
"We wrote 'Lunar Musick Suite'
during three full moons," Steve
said.
L was produced by Todd
Rundgren and his band Utopia

-- .•

photo by Ko•ln
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Steve Hllloge
played on the album.
Steve is touring with a different
band that includes Clive Bunker,
formerly with Jethro Tull.
"Clive plays the drums with ... a
sense of humor," Steve said.
Two
synthesizers
is
a

•

1n

phenomenal thought, but there they
were on stage along with bass,
drums, keys, flute and guitar.
Steve's mystical music is aided by
the use of such magical instruments
as the Tibetan horn and bell.
Steve said he didn't mind being
the first act since this is his firs·t
introduction to America.
Steve is best known for his work
with Gong, a progressive unit that
did well in England.
"Gong worked as a catalyst for
me," Steve said. '~It was more a
family of thought.''
In person, Steve Hillage and
Miquette Giraudy, his lady of many
years, project an amazing aura of
peaceful energy.
While I was talking to them,
Miquette spoke very little yet
somehow remained the most imposing figure in the room.

Three Acts
The intricate ''Somewhere Tve
Never Traveled" and the powerful
"The Brunt" were highlights of the
set for me.
Viewing Ambrosia for the first
time it is not difficult to conclude
that they are the band to watch for
the next few years-at least.
Previous hits, mostly from Face
the Music began ELO's portion of
the show.
Hugh McDowell soloed with a
laser light beam reflecting off his
white cello and silver shirt.
He played "Hungarian Rhapsody" to an absorbed (though
whistling) audience.
"Showdown" followed as
Johnson Gym was overcome with
the sound of the crowd's vocal
participation.
ELO then moved to some of their
new material including "Telephone

Ambrosio

Alter college, what will I do?
That's a question a lot of
young people ask themselves
these days.
But a two-year Air Force
ROTC scholarship can help
provide the answers. Successful completion of the program
gets you an Air Force commlssion along with an excellent

starting salary, a challenging
job, promotion opportunities,
and a secure future with a
modern Air Force. If you have
two academic years remaining,
find out today about the twoyear
Air
Force
ROTC
Scholarship Program. It's a
great way to serve your country
· and a great way to help pay for
your college education.

Contact Dept. of Aerospace Studies
1901 Los Lomas
277-4602

Air l~e RttT.t~
~ate\\'R\• t• a Great \\'ay of Ufe

Steve and Miquette subscribe to
philosophies I know little abou.t,
including pyramids.
Steve's L album is dedicated to·
"all optimistic visions of the
future."
I asked Steve about the
popularity of L with respect to
commercial trends in music.
"The idea is musical energy .. I
don't think there is anything wrong
with selling a lot of albums at the
same time," he said.
Amrosia's set was the surprise of
the evening.
Their album Somewhere I've
Never Traveled contains a lot of
orchestration and I was afraid that
in concert they would lose some of
the impact.
Starting with "Nice, Nice, Very
Nice" they proceeded to enthusiastically prove my fears
wrong.
Ambrosia was well received by
the crowd, although some people I
talked to were more impressed with
material from the first LP.

Cult Fan Influences Reviewer

photo by Geo1ge Gesner

Line" and "Livin' Thing," which
received as much applause as it has
had airplay.
Mik Kaminsky and his electric
blue violin expertly consumed
everyone's interest with "Hall of
the Mountain King" and "Hava
Nagila."
The continuing energy included
"Strange Magic" and "Evil

Woman."
Cheers as ELO ended, brought
forth two encores. The last, of
course, was their signature ending

Genesis

This is because of the bands
flowing style, there is side I, and
Genesis/ Wind and Wuthering/ side 2. l recommend it.

A Teo SD 36-144
Review by Dana Peterson
Kiss
I have a friend in San Diego who
qualifies as a Genesis cult fan. Ever
Rock and Roll Over/ Kiss/Casasince their debut album, "From blanca NBLP 7 •37
Genesis to Revelation" eight years
Review by George Gesner
ago, he has been trying to convert
The group that hides behind their
me to join the ranks.
faces and costumes is on their way
to another big album as their
Frankly, I never was too imfollowing of Kiss legionnaires conpressed with them. It always
tinue to grow.
seemed that just as they were doing
something I liked, they would go
The group continues to grind out
off on some weird side trip, usually
irrelevant, always annoying. Not the heavy rock, but there are some
that they have changed that much, moments of good musicianship and
but this time they have made their thought.
style of music flow easy and may
The best number on the album is
have finally convinced me as to
"I
Want You." The piece has a
their musical aptitude.
statement-answer effect and the
Geqesis music can be aptly ter- -message is direct. It contains some
med as "classical rock" but on the nice melody breaks reminding one
basis of form and intention, not of the style that made Bad Combecause they've slapped a baroque pany famous.
synthesizer over a barrage of amplified rhythm tracks.
"Hard Luck Woman" is a Rod
Stewart type song with an acoustic
You may have noticed that I touch. The piece is musically and
haven't gone into any depth c>n the lyrically similar to Stewart's hit
individual tracks as I usually do. "Maggie May."

Bev Bevan

"Roll Over Beethoven."
The laser light show is better seen
than described; the thin beams of
green reflected off mirrored apparatus in sequence.
Bev Bevan said ELO used just
half the light show here. The other
half consists of images on a movie
screen.
The screen couldn't be used
because of the audience sitting
behind the stage.
Bev expressed great.concern over
how much that portion of the
audience could see or hear.
America is more appreciative of
ELO than England. " 'Strange
Magic' flopped in England," Bev
said. "We won't even be touring
England this year because of the

SUB Theatre
By Miguel Gander!
I am happy to announce that last week we had a great turnout at the
SUB Theatre and I hope that you will be as happy with this week's
program as you were with the one last week. The SUB Theatre needs your
money.
Also, if you all would try to leave for the films a few minutes early, we
wouldn't be disturbed by latecomers blindly groping for their seats. So
please try and get to the theatre· on time and it will be a little better for all
of us.
Starting the week out on Wednesday night is Alfred Hitchcock's I Confess. The master of mystery directs this film about a priest who learns of a
murder in the confessional; he swears not to reveal the murderer's identity.
When the criminal refuses to give himself up, the innocent but honest
priest is accused of the slaying.

taxes." ·
About Jeff Lynne, Bev said,
"He's most at home in the studio."
Jeff writes all the songs, although
the band participates in their'
development.
During the show, both Jeff and
Bev held thumbs up to the ap·
plause. When I asked Bev about
this he said the band's favorite
American TV show is "Happy
Davs."
The evening was one of high
energy and excellent music and
could easily become the concert of
the

Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show Robert Bresson's Four
Nights of a Dreamer. The film is adapted from Dostoevsky's story "White
Nigllts." Four Nights is a story about a lonely, romantic dreamer who
meets a distraught young girl. For the next three nights he meets with her
and falls hopelessly in love. On their last night she meets her old lover and
his love becomes another dream.
Rounding out the week on Friday and Saturday night the SUB Theatre
will show Woody Allen's Sleeper. In this film Woody Allen and Diane
Keaton take on the future. Allen plays a 20th century man who is spirited
to the future of automation, robots and a fantastic love machine. Keaton
and Allen once again prove they are the funniest male-female comedy
team since W.C. Fields and Mae West.
As always, films in the SUB Theatre are just $1, which comes to about a
penny per minute for good solid entertainment. All shows are at 7 and 9:15
p.m.
Happy viewing.

You can put the campus
in a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of · the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summel.' Lobo.

ELO

Woody Herman, perpetrator of
old and new jazz, will perform with
his band tonight at the Hilton Inn,
8 p.m. The dance is sponsored by
the Junior Dental Hygienists'
Association,
Tickets are six dollars each and
are available on campus at the
Dental
Programs
builrling,
University and Girard. Proceeds
will go to legislative activities and
scholarships.

The album has a strong finale in ·
"Makin' Love" with a blazing lead
by Ace Frehley.
It's hard to say whether Kiss is a
phenomenon or pure hype, One of
these days, after they're fed up with
their unwarranted success, Kiss will
settle down and produce soine excellent music.
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As for now, rate the album C.

Now, travel, have fun
and get paid for it!
(As a staff member of a luxwy cruiseship.)

TV
8:00-Channel 5: Nova
(Washoe, the chimp who can
communicate.)
. 8:00-Channel13: Movie
("Heller Skelter" part two.)
9:00-Channel 4: NBC
Reports ("Danger! Radioactive
Waste.")
9:00-Channel 5: Great Performances (Artur Rubenstein.)
9:00-Channel 7: "Roots"
(Part four.)
10:30-Channel 5: Book Beat
(Nancy Dickerson's Among
11:00-Channel 5: Anyone
for Tennyson? ("A View of
Four Centuries.")
11:30-Channel 13: Movie
("Zigzag.")

You're interested in travel,
want to visjt exotic foreign
ports, meet new people and
famous personalities and
have adventures you'll remember for a lifetime. But,
you don't have the money?
WeD, now is your chancel
And you will be paid-as a
staff member of a luxUJy
cruiseship.
This new booklet by ex-

perienced Cruise Directors
is the first of its kind ever
published, and provides an
up-to-date directoty of who
to contact. It teUs in detail
how to get a good-paying
position with loads of fringe
benefits in the glamorous
cruise ship fleet. (Either for
an exciting career, or for
summers or holidays.)
British Umlted, 220 71st Street,
Suite 207, Miami Beach, A. 33141

-----------------Don't delay. Send for your copy today. Send check or money order (no
COD's please) for $2.75* (2.20 plus 55c handling) to: BriUsh Umited,220
71st Street, Suite 207,Miaml Beach,Aorida 33141 (*florida residents add
4% sales tax. Allow 4 wks. for delivery).
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BOY THE EARTH® SHOE NOW,
AND YOU WON'T HAVE TO
FOOT THE
Style 150. In Golden Glove
For Men & Women.
Regularly $42.50

Sal• Prlc1

$32.50

shoe

photo by Kevin Do1o.n

For every walk of

life~

Ski Touring!
~~--z. ____ / •

Discover the freedom of ski touring

I

Direct from Austin

• Discover the fun of ski touring

Daily Lobo
UNM Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
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Subscribe Now!

Come to Marron Hall
Room 131 or mail $10 to:

Go Jazz

"Take Me" and "Baby Driver"
are good numbers with that full
energized d>iving rock sound.

Those Present.)

Film Guide

&'

Michael James and
The Burfer Brothers

• Discover one of the Southwest's
finest selections of ski touring
equipment at
Sales, Rentals,
Instruction
Service

STYLES FOR MEN & WOMEN ON SALE!
LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE ON SALE ITEMS.
SHOf> EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION.

Sale ends February 21st

One Week Only
Tuesday, Jan. 25 thru Sunday, Jan. 30

Drinks 50c
2421 San Pedro NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
266-8113

7 - 9, Tuesday thru Thursday

Earth Shoe
--TAO

4310 Central S.E.

•"

266-7756

- - TE,INC.

Coronado Center
293-6530
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Men Skiers Lead in Point Total

By Peter Madrid
said, "We're starting to _look Colorado team, trailing by a
~ Skiing well for the second toward regionals at this point."
margin of 184-171.
;, weekend in a row, and capturing
Brooks and his squad have a
Nordic coach Klaus Weber and
..8 the combined alpine and nordic good reason to look forward to his squad are doing equally well.
team points for the second weekend regionals. The men's alpine team is The men have almost clinched their
.b in a row, the UNM ski team is well leading Colorado State in league league and the women are also
·- ahead of its competition in points 126-101, and the women's within striking distance of leader,
collegiate skiing.
alpine team is in striking distance of Western States College.
8 UNM. Coach George Brooks · the powerhouse Universjty of In Saturday's Central Inter'R
collegiate Ski League race sponsored by Denver University (DU),
\
the men's alpine giant slalom team
·
defeated host DU by a mark of 3526. Freshman Mike Higgins cap• tured the individual first-place and
teammates Jose Sena and Bill Nara
o..
were fourth and eighth respectively.
The women's giant slalom squad
was edged out by Colorado by a
score of 47-44. For the Lobo squad,
Stephanie Lemay placed third,
Cindy Stone sixth, and Cathy
Robran 11th.
In the slalom event, host DU
outskied the Lobo men 42-33.
Scoring for the Lobos were Eric
Boultier in fourth, Sena fifth, and
Nara sixth. In the women's slalom
race, Colorado again squeaked by
the Lobo fern squad 48-45. It was
.• Stone in third-place, Lemay in
fourth-place, Diane Herrington in
fifth-place and Robran in the
number seven slot.
For Weber and his cross-country
learn, the men made a near sweep
by placing Steve Meleski third, Phil
iiiiiBooks fourth, Gre~;~e~ fifth,
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For Coming
To Our
Grand
Opening!
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and Filbert Montes sixth. For the
women it was Jacki Skaro in
second, older sister Kim in fifth, •
and Angie Prater in eighth.
The Lobos will now prepare for
their third collegiate race this
coming weekend at a Regis College
sponsored CISL race at Winter
Park, Colo.
Brooks said, "The cross-country
team has helped out a .lot this
season. They are scoring very high.
Our women's teams are within

~

Women
G mnasts Pull Out Win in Texas
,

striking distance of the first place
schools. This weekend we should go
ahead because our team is
progressing greatly."

By Gilbert Bustamante
The University of New Mexico
women's gymnastic team had to .
:
rely on their four starting freshmen,
in El Paso Saturday, to pull out a ''
victory over arch-rival Texas-El ij'
Paso and the University of Texas.
I

The men's NCAA regionals are
scheduled to be held February 12-13
at Crested Butte, Colo. Western
State will host the men's two-day
event. The women's AIAW
regional will take place at Copper
Mountain, Colo., two weeks after
the men have competed.

Three of the seven expected
starters for the Lobos were stricken
with injuries the day before the
meet.

Basketball Attendance
In Pit Near Record
By Russ Parsons
Last Saturday night's University
Arena basketball attendance of
17,114 was the sixth largest crowd
ever to view a Lobo game, surpassing marks set earlier in the
season.
This brings the 197 6-77 total
attendance to 214,241, the third
best in arena history-and UNM
still has four horne games left. Only
3,672 need attend the remaining
games to equal the second be§t
mark of217 ,913, set in 1973-74.
These figures are somewhat
misleading however, as the Lobos
have already played as many games
as in those record-sehing years. The
UNM schedule was expanded by

Amy Williamson surprised
everybody by winning the uneven
bars with a score of 8.6 and taking
the all-around with a score 33.60.

four games this season to 19.
The average Pit attendance for .
1976-77 is 14,282 which is also the
third best average annual attendance. Last year's average of
16,101 is the all-time record and last
vear's total of 241,521 is also a
~ecord. ·

"All four women did .a super
job," said Lobo Coach Claudia
Thomas. "There were tremendous
amounts ·of pressure on them in
every event," she said.

It would be physicaily impossible

for the average attendance record
to be surpassed this season as an
average attendance of 22,919 would
be required. There are only 17,121
seats but this can be pushed to just
over 18,000 with standing room
included. The all-time single game
record was 18,962. It was set last
season against Nevada-Las Vegas.

Photo by Phyllis

Lobo Dianne Frew does a needlepoint on the balance
beam as she practices for Friday's meet with Arizona.

By Marty Zimbcroff
The UNM women's tennis team
has been busy lately preparing to
host the third annual Western
Regional Women's Collegiate
Team Tennis Tournament, May 12·
14.
Head Coach Larry Lindsay said,
"We have sent out entry forms to
schools 'across the nation and have
had very good response.''
Lindsay said any school in the
nation is eligible and that it would
make an excellent tournament for
those teams not going to . the
National Tennis Meet in Tempe,
Ariz., and also a good warm.up
tourney for any teams going on to
the finals.
Coach Lindsay said the tournament is being co-sponsored by
the
Southwestern
Tennis
Association and UNM.
Any team entering

Calendar of Coming Events
•'

Wed. Jan. 26,7:30 Throne ofBlooa
Kurosawa's Japanese film version of Macbeth
Adults $2.00, Students, Faculty, Staff $1.50

Thur. Jan. 27, 8:15 Absurd Person Singular
B'way & London hit comedy
Adults $7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00
ASUNM & GSA Students 1f2 price

Sat. Jan. 29,7:30 Amazing Korea
Travel film, color, personally narrated
Adults $2.00, Students, Faculty, Staff $1.50

Sat. Jan. 29,1:30 & 3:30
Sun. Jan. 30, 1:30 & 3:30 Pinocchio
Presented live by Albuquerque Children's Theater
All tickets advance $1.25--at door $1.50

Sat. Feb. 5, 8:15 The Eastman Quartet
Featuring Frank Glaser-piano
Adults $5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00
Studen~s, Faculty, Staff--% price

Mon. Feb. 7, 8:15 The Osipov Balalaika Orchestra
With stars of Bolshoi Ballet and Opera
Adults $9.00, 8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00
ASUNM & GSA Students 112 price

Tickets Available Now at Popejoy Hall
and all Ticketmaster Outlets
Tel. 277-3121

•f

UNM students have until Feb. 4 to have their Athletic Activity Card
validated for the 1977 spring semester.
•
Students who have a 1976 fall semester Athletic Activity Card must
show the card and their student ID card with a 1977 Spring validation on
it. Students can get their Athletic Activity Card validated Monday through
Friday at Photo Service at 1820 Las Lomas NE between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
or at the Athletic Ticket Office in UNM Arena between 8 a.m. and 5 p.rn.
Undergraduate students carrying 12 or more hours and Graduate and
Law students carrying nine or more hours are eligible for Athletic cards.
Undergraduate students registered for six to 11 hours may purchase membership in the Associated Students by paying a $14.00 fee at the New
Mexico Union Business Office which will entitle a student to an Athletic
Activity Card. Graduate and Law students registered for six to eight liours
may purchase the card at the:, New Mexico Union Business Office by
paying a $6.00 fee.
New students and students without a 1976 Fall Athletic Activity Card
must present their 1977 spring validated student ID card at Photo Services
to obtain an Athletic Activity Card.

,. ••••••••••••••••.,
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petition will play four singles
matches and two doubles matches.
Lindsay said that only teams can
participate in the tournament and
that individuals are discouraged
from meets of this type because,
"You need teams to win cham·
pionships."
Lindsay said that all women that
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Joann J ost scored victories in
floor exercise and vaulting and
team captain Dianne Frew won the
balance beam for the Lobos. Jost
scoced a 9.2 in·the vaulting and a
8.6 in the floor exercise. She also
was second behind teammate Amy

The team suffered another blow
Saturday when · Cindy Hendrick
injured a shoulder while competing
in the all-around event. Hendrick
placed third in the event. Thomas
expects her to be out for 2-6 weeks.

\

"'p<::

Williamson in the all-around. Frew
scored an 8.S5•in the balance beam.

"'..,,..,
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-
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The total· team scores had the
Lobos at 128.70, UTEP at 109.65
and the University of Texas at
42.45. The Lobos upped their
record to 2-0 on the season.
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Sunshine Theatre
salutes

THE MOVIE IMMORTALS
January 19 thru March 8
CHARLIE CHAPLIN W. C. FIELDS LAUREL AND HARDY
THE MARX BROTHERS FRED ASTAIRE GINGER ROGERS
ALFRED HITCHCOCK JOHN WAYNE SHIRLEY MACLAINE
CLARK GABLE GARY COOPER ROSALIND RUSSELL
MARLON BRANDO FRANK SINATRA PETER SELLERS
CLAUDETTE COLBERT ALEC GUINNESS CANTINFLAS

Women Tennis Players Preparing

Popejoy Hall UNM.
Athletic ID Cards
Must be. Validated

·..

"0

()Q

were on last semester's women's
tennis team are back this semester
and will start practicing on a
regular basis beginning next week at
the varsity tennis courts.
All women interested in playing
on the UNM women's tennis team
may contact Coach Larry Lindsay
in Room 240-B at Johnson Gym.

·-------------- Please clip and save --- ..... --------· ....

Wed .. Jan. 19 thru Tues., Jan. 25
Rodgers and Hammerstein's

THE KING & I
(Color) 1956 Yul Brynner, Deborah Kerr
Wed., Jan. 26 thru Tues., Feb. 1 .

GUYS AND DOLLS

Come Fly With u·s ...
What A Challenge!!

(Color) 1955 Marion Brando,
Frank Sinatra, Jean Simmons
Wed., Feb, 2 thru Sat. Feb. 5

ROOM SERVICE

Peace Corps · Vista

1938 The Marx Bros., Lucille Ball, Ann Miller

THE FATAL GLASS OF BEER

On Campus Feb 1,'2,3

Vl/l

1933

Sign Up Now For Interview
Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall

w.c.

Fields

THE VAGABOND
1916 Charlie Chaplin
Sun., Feb. 6 thru Tues., Feb. 8

'r
Information Booth: Student Union

THE LADYKILLERS
(Color) 1955 Alec Guinness, Peter Sellers

THE LAVENDER HILL MOB
1950 Alec Guinness, Audrey Hepburn
I
I

I
.I
I
I
I
I

I

Wed., Feb. 9 thru Sat., Feb. 12
Frank Capra's

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
1934 Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert

HIS GIRL FRIDAY
1940 Rosalind Russell
Sun., Feb. 13 thru Tues., Feb. 15
Alfred Hitchcock's

I

'

I

THE 39 STEPS

I
I

1935 Robert Donat, Madeleine Carroll

'

I
I
I

Alfred Hitchcock's

:
,

THE LADY VANISHES

I
.

'~

I

I'

I

1938 Margaret Lockwood, Michael Redgrave

I
I
I
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Wed., Feb, 16 thru Sat., Feb. 19
Frank Capra's

I

MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN
1936 Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur

MY SISTER EILEEN
1942 Rosalind Russell, Janet Blair
Sun., Feb. 20 thru Tues., Feb. 22
Irving Berlin's

TOP HAT
1933, Fred Astaire 1 Ginger Rogers

THE MUSIC BOX
1933 Stan Laurel & Oliver Hardy

.'

Wed., Feb. 23 thru Tues., Mar. 1
Howard Hawks'

'

RED RIVER
1948 John Wayne, Montgomery Clift
John Ford's

Two 60 min

8-tracks $J99
Two 60 min

cassettes $
j

COMMFRCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMA TT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES I PICTURE FRAMING
2510 CENTRAL AVENUE, S.E. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106, 265·3733

ACROSSFROMJOHNSONGYM
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st
d o Coronado
Phone 293·2124

Monday- Friday 10:00-9:00
SaL10:00- 6:00, Sun. 12:00-5:00
ale Starts Mon. Jan 24- thru Sat 29th

STAGECOACH
1939 John Wayne, Claire Trevor
Wed., Mar. 2 thru Tues .. Mar. 8
Jules Verne's

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS
(Colorl1956 Cantinflas, David Niven,
Shirley Mac Laine
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ON THE BIG SCREEN AT THE
SUNSHINE THEATRE
C~1.11ral at

2nd 242-9741 Acres of Parking
Matmees.every Wech1esd"av .a1 1-:00 P.M
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By ~ache! Db:on
The elderly have a hard enough time ju,1t
being recognized as members of society, not
to mention the 'difficulties of living in their
own houses. Now architects are trying to
make life a little easier for the elderly by
designing buildings that aid the aged in view
of their reduced capabilities.
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Photo by Phyllis Kushner

facilities such as churches, libraries, grocery
stores, laundries and beauty shops to encourage the elderly to participate. "Environment forces behavior to a certain extent," Preiser said.

Among the architectural; designs to help
the elderly are: windows placed at chair level
··so the people can look outside, kitchen
Dr. Wolfgang Preiser, a professor in the cabinets set low for easy reaching and
UNM School of Architecture, said that lowered light'switches.
discussions on designing buildings to ease the
The f~O;;tls of designing architecture for the
burdens of the elderly would be part of a
two-day workshop being held Jan. 27 and elderly are to provide an environment which
is safe and yet not segregated outside of the
28.
community. "Provisions for privacy and
The current trend is to build separate cen- non-institutional surroundings are crucial,"
ters and housing developments for the aged, said Preiser.
isolating them away from commercial and
social activities, Preiser said. "With no
Albuquerque presently has a housing
coherent family life, the elderly have to be development specifically designed for the
taken care of by the system."
elderly on Gibson Blvd. There are plans to
Architects, with the help of social resear- build a center at North Barelas.
chers and psychologists, are. redesigning
The workshop will be held at the School of
buildings to be located near community Architecture and Planning.

Answers to Yesterday's Puzzle

Cl.assifieds
Architecture
Made To Fit
The Elderly

1

l

!

!
1
!

!
!
1
1

Financed lacgely by the Air
Force, CERF is involved in many
outside projects, and contracts for

r Salt of the Earth Bookstore I

l

202 Broadway SE

I
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Two of the departments in the
College-chemical & nuclear

't
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BASIC PHOTO(iRAPH\' COURSE forming.
Taught by art-oriented professional. No history,
chemistry of esthetics-just solid shooting
techniques. lenses, Individual lnstruclfon and heavy
practice in cx:ccllent dnrkroom, Absolute beginners to
· intermediate. Weeki)' lectures, critiques, field trips.
E:~~:penslve but Intensive. Limited to ten very serious
people. Call A-Photographer, 265-2444 for mutual
Interview. · 2/4
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
·
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have friends
who care at birthright. 247-9819 1/31
HANG GLJDING is growing, safe and fun. Learn to
ny right here in Albuquerque with the Gel Hy Flight
School. 299~2679. 1/28
ATIENTfON PREMED STUDENTS: full Medical
School scholarships available. Call Gene Henderson
in Albuquerque, (5P5) 766·233S collect; or write:
Navy Medical Programs Officer, PO Box: 8667,
Albuquerque, New McKico 87108. 2/18
SEEKING UNM students who witnessed accident
Sun., Jan. 16, 2 a.m. at Lead & Aliso, between '67
brown/white Ford wagon & '77 black Cordoba. If
you were there, pleasecall242-4109. tfn
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA: Jce Cream Social, Jan.
30, 1-4. Y'all come. 1/28
VOTE ALBERT MAX GARCIA: Candidate for
Albuquerque School Board. Position One- Feb.
I. 1/28
WAGON WHEELS: UNM Square Dance Club will
dance Thursday, 7:00 p.m., Hokona Cellar.
Beginners welcome. 1/26
TO THE YOUNG LADY at the Grinder Cof·
feehouse, Frida)' night: Sorry for staring, but thanks
for waving, Couldn't we get together sometime?
Mark, 842-0560. 2/1

~~

about the same amount, dollarwise, as the· engineering college.

li'

~:'
1\'

'

Specific dollar amounts involved
are difficult to estimate, since
research contracts are signed on a
random basis, not according to an
annual schedule.
"With the energy situation
becoming more difficult every day,
we stand to do a lot more research
in the future," Dr. May said.

Stewart Udall Scheduled
To Be Visiting Lecture.r
Stewart Udall, former Secretary
of the Interior in the Kennedy
Administration and campaign
manager for his brother Morris
Udall's try for the presidency, will
be the 1977 Calvin Horn visiting
lecturer at UNM.
).

PRESENTED BY:

Courtesy Dodge

In addition to research, which is
contracted by individual faculty
members, there is an agency

Udall, currently a Washington,
D.C. attorney specializing in environmental law, will be on the
campus Feb. 1 to 11. He will deliver
a public address, lecture in classes,
and attend numerous social functions during his 10-day stay.
The
former
Arizona
congressman served four terms in
the House of Representatives from
1954 to 1960. Udall's eight years as
Interior Secretary, 1961 to 1969,
was the longest tenure of ·any
Interior chief.

Lost & Found
LOST: TURQUOISE BRACELET, Biology
Building. Sentimental value, reward. 266~
36S4. 1/26
FOUND: under bench ncar Mitchell Hall, notebook.
Claim rm. 131, Marron Hall. t/26

After leaving the cabinet, Udall
became chairman of the Board of
Overview, an environmental
planning corisultancy firm based in
Wa1hington, D.C.

LOST: NEW HP-21 CALCULATOR. Reward
offered, 256~79.58. 1/27
FOUND: SET OF KEYS, in first Ooor ladies room,
Mitchell Hai!.Describe & claim. rm. 131, Marron
Hall. 1/31

Udall has written three books on
energy and environment and has
become a popular lecturer on
college and university campuses
across the nation. His first book,

Services
T'r'PINO, lst QUALITY, elite. 883-7787. 2/2
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, am·
plifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IO'lo
discount for students with I D's. Quick service. Used
TV's.for.sate. 2/10
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc, 8425200. tfn
TYPING M.A. ENOLISH. Selectric on campus, 2968564. 214
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagination. 898-5977. 2/11
PARKING-I Vi blocks from SUB. $20/scm., 2663663. 2/4
FLAMENCO DANCE CLASSES: professional
instruction. beginning February. Call 843-7810. 214
TYPING: Fast, accurate, reasonable rates. Also
editing, help with composition. 256-%79. 1/26
EXPERIENCED PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER will
care for your child O\ler 2, in my Aiameda home.
Large fenced yard, playmates, 15 min. to UNM. 8986998. 1/21

"The Quiet Crisis," was published
in 1963.. In 1970 "Agenda for
Tomorrow" was released and in
1975 "The Energy Balloon" was
published.
The Horn Visiting Professor
series, began last year, is sponsored
by UNM Regents President Calvin
Horn.

Handmade Clothing
For
and Crafts in a comfortable atmosphere
go to 2000 Central, S.E., across from UNM
Reasonable Prices ...· , .. Custom Orders

Hand Stitch

JANUARY 28 AND 29 • 8:00 P.M. • KIVA AUD.
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER
Albuquerque Ticket Agencies at Coronado Center-both locations of Courtesy Dodge
PRESENTE:D IN ALBUQUERQUE BY:

Courtesy
921 Eubank NE • 292-3030

Dodge
1200 lomas NE o 843·9600

WAKE UP CALLS made, day or night. !,<'or 5-day
week, $5.00 monthly. For ?-day week, $6.00/mo.
265-7427. 1/28
'UNM MUSIC MAJOR wants pupils for beginning
plano and beginning accordion. Reasonable, Jane/
265-1427.' 1/28

0

BRAND· NEW FISHER inte11ra!ed component
~ystem: MC·30JO, AM-FM stereo, 8 track player~

tJ

"'~·
.:;;-

recorder, separate turntable~, speakers. $325,00 1 call
255-8)65 after 5. 2/1
MATCHING COUCH AND CHAIR, $35,00,
Attache case, $15.00. 344-9538, 1/26
'69 CHEVY: $400,00. Needs work. 242~9427. 2./1
'64 RAMBLER: new l.'Cbui!t engine. Asking $600.00,
842-1299. 2/1
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For Rent

COZY NEW EFFICII3NCY units available now!
Complete kitchens, lovely furniture, lltilll~es paid by
landlord. For hassle-free living call Tom Terrill Real
Estate Co., 266·1997. 1/28
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence Halls arc
your answer for maximum convenience to campus
NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Berlin bicycles-plus,
plus comfort and economy in housing and food
many French accessories. Some used bicycles, 843·
service! InqUire, La Posada 201, weekdays, 9-4, or
9378. tfn.
cal1277·2606. · 1/28
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
ROOMMATE WANTED: Wlnrock townhouse;
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's & all electronic equipment.
fireplace, pools, etc, Non-smoker, $150.00.277-3019,
IOIIJo disco1,1nt for students with ID's. Used TV's for
sale. 2/10
296-2179. 1/27
FURNISHED APARTMENT: One bedroom,
1974 SAAB SONETI: Excellent cond., 12,000 mi.
$130.00 month, with $75.00 deposit, You pay gas and
242-1671, evenings. 1126
electric. Tim Townes, 247-0444. 1131
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 to $60.00, 441
CORRALES: LAROE 1 ROOM apartment, 12 fl.
Wyotning: N.E., 255·5987, 3/24
ceiling, loft, no pets. $17.5.00, utilities included. Tom
1973 SUBARU: front drive, 33 mpg, $1450,00, Call
Terrill Real Estate Co., 266-1997. 1/31
277·.5033 or298·1231. 1127
$20 REWARD: for help arranging now. for Augllst
FOR SALE '66 CHEVY, good condition. Call 243.
occupancy, a place near University. (Single under
2881,I<evin Turner. l/27
$100.00 or share) 262·0686. 1/26
'72 DATSUN: excellent condition, economical. Call
GARAGE. IO'x17' STORAGE or work shop.
298-9438. 1127
, $30.00/mo., cal1255-8136. 211
HANG GLIDER, SWALLOWTAIL, plus harness.
Best offer, call247~1921 after 5 p.m. 1128
1967 VW BUG: Rebullt engine, new tires, clutch,
generator, and· brakes, $500.00 firm. 266TEACHERS at all levels; Foreign and Domestic
3804. 1128
Teachers, Box 1063, Vancouver. Wash. 98660. J/26
18" ALTEC-LANSING HORNS with crossovers,
Perfect for P.A., 265..4829. 1/28
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year-round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asfa, etc. All fields, S500·
1970 VW BUG. Good condition, best offer, 883$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
1349. 1/28
inform.-Wrlte: lnternat[onal Job Center, Dept, NB,
'73 FIAT 128SL: good condition; $1595.00, 242Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 2/14
5192. 1!28
EARN EXTRA MONEY at home stuffing envelopes.
HAMMOND 8~3 ORGAN wlth Leslie. Perfect for
Great part time income. For information send self·
band. Call Greg at 299-2347, make offer. 1/28
addressed, stamped envelope to: G. Nolan Enter1%8 GTO: P.S., P.B., A.T., newly rebuilt engine,
prises, 42.26 Chase Ave., Los Angeles, CA
AM/FM cassette. Needs a liule work, make offer.
90066. 1/28
Call Wes, 298-0895. 1/28
THE SELECTIVE EL.ECTIVE ... Air Force ROTC.
FOR SALE: JEWELRY LAB furnace with
And after you earn your degree, you earn a compyrometer and thermindcr. 4" centrifuge caster with
mission as an Air Force Ofncer. And after that ... a
ace. Oxygen and acetylenctanks-full with regulators
chance to compere for a challenging career.
and torches. Single spindle polisher wilh dust
Demanding work, travel, excitement. And that's just
col!ector. All "Swcst'' produclS used once. 5800.00,
for starters. Get in touch w!th the counselors at the
(firm). Write or visit Judy Fowler, Box 337, Red
Department of Aerospace Studies, 1901 Las Lomas,
Ri\lcr, NewMexico875S8. J/28
277-4602. 1/28
DUE TO DIVORCE: brand new 1977 Kirby vacuum
PART~TIME COCKTAIL WAITRESSES wanled:
cleaner, new guarantee, auume payments of $7.47 a
apply in person at Uncle Nasty':s, 4418 Central
month, 255-7535. 1/28
S.E. l/28
SINGER SEWING MACHINE: left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zigzag. Pay$19.00
& take machine. 255-7535.
1/28
STEREO DELUXE; solid state, big turntable, left &
right s1ereo controls, diamond needle. Take ov.er EUROPE/WORLDWIDE Academic discounts year
payments of$8,47 or SJ7.4'l cash. 255·7535. 1/28
round. S.A.T.A. 4228 First, Tucker, 6A. 30084.
BIG SALE: Brand name jeans S6.9S, any shirt in 1800) 241-9082. 2/8
store at $5.00 at California Fashion Outlet_, 2318
PASSENGERS WANTED for frequent weekend
Central SE., 266-3596. Across f'rom campus. 1/31
trips tO Lubbock. Sue, 271-~451, 243·7203. 1/27
WATERBEDS: WATERTRIPS, 3407 Central NE.
RIDE NEEDED from UNM to Paradise Hills, Tues.
Catering to student needs since 197J. fnex:pensive
& Thurs. at 12:30 or at 6:30p.m .• 897..()419. l/27
furniture. Student special: complete waterbed system,
$69.95. 2121
TOP OF THE LINE Aria banjo with case and stand,
in e:~~:cellent condition. $400.00 new, will sell for
$295.00. 898·2344 eYenings. I /31
1 FREE SIAMESE KITTEN, ca11242~9328 between
MAGS AND TIRES. L60.15 Chevy !ruck 5-hole. Fits
hrs. of 4-6. 2/1
some large cars. Pair, $99.95. 262-0147. 1/31
COLOR TV: unclaimed layaway, color & tint controls, assume payments of $7.00 per month. New
warranty, 255~7534. 1/28
I 973AMC HORNET Sportabout stationwagon, good
condllion. Best offer,leaving town. 293-2599. 1131
JEEP: '72 CJ-5, 2S8 six. 4-spced, heavy dutY frame.
suspension, cooling and electrical, 4.27 gearing, new
drums, metallic shoes, safety breakers, Hurst roll
control, torsion bar, Ramsey winch, CD ignition,
inverse oiler, posi-track, converted to LP gas when
2405 APR'71
new, 40,000 miles, $3,500. 836-3196. 1/26
M.P. 59
ROGERS SUPREME HIGH-HAT! with 14u Avedis
Zildghan cvmbals. Best offer. 344-9635. 1/31
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Employment

Tto.vel

mtscello.neous

I
I
45 Boxing great ---Griffith
47 Singer Paul ---1 Dalai - 5 Do construction
.48 Escargot
work
50 Angry
10 Direct insult
52 Sigma's neighbor
14 Actor John - 55 Greek range
15 Worship
(2 wds.)
16 Malayan boat
59 "-- boy!"
17 Martinets
60 Gymnastics equip20 Drunkard
ment
21 Hurried
61 Be overly fond of
22 Water buffalo
62 ---- kit
23 Other than
63 Trencherman
25 Natives of Elsinore 64 Dollar bills
27 Plunder
29 Viet ---DOWN
30 California time
1 Striplings
(abbr.)
2 Exchange premium
33 Borden•s cow
34 Pretty, in Scotland 3 Barracks bigwigs
(2wds.)
35 ---- Tolstoy
36 "Do you have change 4 - - de Tri omphe
5 Had a talk
for - ? '1
6 Not working
37 Hair dye
7 Nullify
38 Horace or Thomas
8 Water bird
39 To give: Sp.
9 Something for two
40 Cleanse
10 Village high
41 Ballplayer ---point
Irvin
11 Certain surgery
42 Work unit
12 Top-notch
43 t;arthen jar
13 Despicable
44 Cordoba cloaks
ACROSS

18 Put into circulation
19 like a good
shortstop
24 Homonym for a
'bowling alley
25 English poet
John ---26 Miss Moffa
27 Union gen~ral
28 Church feature
29 Cuban dance
31 Miss Berger
32 Musical sounds
34 "Mr. Television"
37 Corde11 ---3B Thelonious ---40 French common
soldier
41 Painter Edouard44 George Eliot
character
46 King with the
golden touch
48 Canned meat
49 Evening
50 Classify
51 English river
53 Penny-54 Exploits
56 Haggard novel
57 Bygone bird
58 Busy activity
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Discounted

Back by Demand! The International cast of 100 that has
toured the world and appeared in the Super Bowl, makes
two presentations here in Albuquerque.

63 VALIANT: automGtic, slant (), $300,00, 277266:J, bel weenS and 7. 2/l
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JANUARY
Sale
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Rates: 15 cents pet wotd pet day, one dollar minimum. Advet11sements run five ot mote consecutive days with no changes,
nine cents pet word per day (no refunds If cancelled before five ln•ertlons). Classified advertisements must be paid In advance,
ffiatton Hall Room 131 or by mo.ll to : Classified Advet11slng, UNffi
Box 20, Albuquerque, Nm 87131.

';

UNM
Researches
Coal·
Gasification
! hi These Times I
!
i
engineering and mechanical associated with the engineering
engineering-account
for
a college; known as the Civil.
Engineering Research Facility ·
majority of that figure.
(CERF). This facility is devoted
entirely to research, although
members of the CERF staff often
work at the University as
engineering instructors.

"'

~

r~~·-~'Re';d~--~~.,

,BY Scott Hedberg
An Independent nationwide
newsweekly . with informa- r
With recent focus on new energy
!ion you won't find anywhere
sources following in the wake of
r
else.
l OPEC and natural gas-price inl
For Sale At
creases, the College of Engineering
Newsland Bookstore
at UNM is presently engaged in
2132 Central SE
about $1.5 million worth of
Living Batch Bookstore r research, both for private and
2406 Central SE
! governmental agencies.

z
"

Suits - 3 Piece Wool and Wool Blends ..... ,
Leather - Short Length and Car Coat Lengths
$5.00 Off 2nd Pair
Levis - $4.00 Off 1st Pair
·Knit Shirts- Striped, Long sleeved, Crew Neck Pullovers
Vests- Denim Vests by Faded Glory & Levi
Shirts - Wool and Cotton Corduroy . . . . . .
Sweaters - E:xeellent Selection of Fine Wool Sweaters

lobo men's shop
2120 Central S. E. 243-6954

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

25%
20°/o
20°/o
25°/o
25%
25%

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

,

Please place the following classified advertisement' in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
_ _ times beginning
under the heading (circle 9ne): 1.
Personals; 2, Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; ·s. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.
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Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Enthusiastic Spectators
=
Revel at Blood 'n' G·uts
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National Wrestling Alliance referee,_ Ken Farber, was tied in the ropes by masked Super
Destroyer.
By D.M. Flynn
The lights are centered on the
ring. The audience waits restlessly.
They've come to see their favorite
stars of the wrestling world:
"Rapid" Ricky· Romero, Tank
Patton, Alex Perez, Ted Dibiase,
Dory Funk, Jr.·
The hour approaches and Ralph
the timekeeper takes his seat next to
the bell. He checks his turquoisestudded timepiece. It's seven
o'clock. Ralph's foot comes down
on the lever sending t.he long
awaited timbre into the Civic
Auditorium. Two thousand people
roar as one.
Several moments later promoter
Mike London struts to the ring to
announce the first match. London
wears a modestly fashionable
jacket. He's calm. He's announced
thousands of matches yet makes
each one sound unique.
The first match is a good one:
Alex Perez against an unknown~
out-of-towner. Perez, long hated by
the fans, makes his entrance exchanging remarks with the
audience. "You fat bastard, if you
think you're so tough come down
here," screams a woman regular
from the first row. Perez's reply,
not unlike those made on similar
occasions,
resounds
magnanimously through the
auditorium: "Shaddap you reject!"
Perez does his job well. The
crowd is well primed, at their feet
screaming ethnic slanders that
would debase a lesser man. He
looks mean, revolting the people
with his one eye and bald head,
having lost his hair in a previous
encounter with Ricky Romero.
Perez easily injures the opponent
by introducing a foreign object and

-

l'hoto; by Miguel Gandcrt

Hillbilly Pete, one of the
national stars of midget
wrestling, drew a Jot of
laughs from the spectators
at the Civic .last Sunday
ni,qht.

'

•

driving it into the man's throat. The
man is not down yet. Perez grabs
his head and drives it viciously into
the mat with a well executed pile
driver. He's down and Perez places
the pin.
The crowd hates Perez more than
ever, screaming jaunts of "tuerto,
tuerto" and "get out of town you
Mexican." Perez returns with "I'm
not a Mexican!"
Later the crowd favorite Ricky
Romero arrives on the scene. A
deity in Albuquerque, Ricky draws
the largest crowds. His opponent is
Tank Patton of Tampa, Fla. well
known for his famous claw hold.
The claw has been Romero's
biggest problem since Patton
arrived in town.
Tank takes charge. He's brutal.
He's viCious. He connects with
punches to the head and body.
Ricky counters. Ricky gets Tank in
the sleeper hold and is about to
render his opponent unconscious.
Tank goes down-320 pounds
hitting the mat. Nearly out of it,
Tank is able to throw his foot over
the ropes and Ricky must release
the hold.
Tank tries to connect with the
claw hold on the stomach. Ricky
screams in pain, the crowd is
worried but Ricky is able to break
the hold.
Ricky finally wins the match on a
reversed decision. The crowd
responds. Ricky Romero, forever
the king of wrestling, walks slowly
back behind the stage curtain. Tank
follows, hobbling and defeated.
Later the top billed match
arrives. A tag team contest between
Johnny Weaver and masked
mercenary Super Destroyer against
the infamous pair of bad guys Rip
Hawk and Swede Hansen.
There is an exchange of vicious
blows. Hawk and Hansen control
the fight. Weaver is down in their
corner as the evil duo batter him
ruthlessly. Hansen, weighing in at
over 300 pounds, trounces
Weaver's hand. He kicks. Weaver
screams in pain.
But the crowd is not disappointed
as Weaver and Super Destroyer
viciously counter with some illegal
moves of their own. Swede Hansen's face is soon covered with
blood. The first sight of sanguinary
fluids pouring down the face of the
bearded blond brings shouts of
''More, more.''
Destroyer has done his work. But
not without tying up Natipnal
Wrestling Alliance referee Ken
Farber in the ropes. Farber
disqualifies the Weaver-Destroyer
team and gives the fight to a battered and bruised Hawk and
Hansen.
It's been a good night. A few well
executed moves highlighted the skill
of the pseudo-athletic thespians.
But it is the true fan that knows the
moves and when to expect them.
-The sleeper hold, used
skillfully by Ricky Romero. The
sleep"er is applied by wrapping the
opponents head in Ricky's arm in

such a way as to render him unconscious.
-The pile driver, a favorite of
Alex Perez, wherein the opponent's
head is placed between Perez's legs
while Perez falls backward. The
opponent's legs go high in the air as
his head is driven into the canvas.

\i>·>hii+w:et·mrenr,wwnmeuer· 'Ttwrtenmrsmrnnrrrrrrr:swede Hansen applies a painful headlock on his
nemesis Johnny. Weaver.
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ON SALE
NOW
6.98 LIST
(Mfrs. Sugg. List)

ODYSSEY'S LOW
PRICE ISA
GREAT REASON
TO BUY THEM
NOW!

